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Abstract:-  In the web there has been a play of undeniably 

significant jobs in our day to day life, with the openness of 

many web admins, likewise, web creeps and e-mail. In any 

case, these are frequently imperiled by assaults from PC AI-

Bots Programs. To handle these type of issues, CAPTCHA 

[Completely Automated Public Turing Test to Tell 

Computers and Humans Apart] was created to recognize 

Client AI- Bots projects and human users. In spite of the fact 

that these frame work offers great security and cutoff 

programs enrolled to the web admins and some 

CAPTCHA’s have a very few shortcomings which will 

permit these AI-Bot Programmers to penetrate the system 

of the CAPTCHA. This research work analysis the different 

CAPTCHA strategies and actualization with even bites the 

dust and RSA Classifications. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The web contributes significantly an excessive number of 

fragments of user day to day life, for instance, interchanges, 

exercise, and online commercial practices etc.,. Some web 
administrations have online enlistment where the clients give 

data so as to interface and use administrations, for example, 

email in Yahoo, Gmail and Hotmail, be that as it may, numerous 

projects have been created by programmers which consequently 

complete site enrollment pages with mistaken data which can 

cause traffic clog, limiting the presentation of the framework and 

now and again, in any event, making it come up short, especially 

where a site has countless records. 

 

In this manner, analysts built up a system to recognize 

human clients and PC programs such as Bot Programs on 
account of online enrollment. The standard component utilized 

right now to address this issue is CAPTCHA [Completely 

Automated Public Turing Test] to Tell Computers Bot programs 

and Humans Apart). The idea of CAPTCHA depends on the 

capacity of people to carry out specific responsibilities which PC 

programs can't, for example, requesting that clients type a 

contorted book picture or pick a specific picture from many 

showed pictures. 

II. DEVELOP THE IMPLEMENTATION AND 

DEMONSTRATION OF RANDOM DICE ROLL 

 

 Different Dice Shapes: 

Most common shapes used in dices are listed below and 

shown in the image. 

 Tetrahedron: Four Faces  

 Cube: Six Faces  

 Octahedron: Eight Faces  

 

 Non-Cubic Dies: 

 Trapezohedron Pentagonal: Ten Faces 

 Dodecahedron Pentagonal: Twelve Faces  

 Icosahedron: Twenty Faces  

 

 
Fig. 1. Non-Cubic Dies 

 

Though the above image shows some kind of more 

commonly used dice’s shapes, there are many more polyhedral 

dices or dices with other shapes. There are also non-numeric die, 
dices which do not follow a counting some similar sequences 

that begins at one at a time, for instance spherical die. 
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 Exactly how random is a dice? 

In light of likelihood, a bite the dust ought to have an 
equivalent likelihood of arriving on every one of its 

countenances. In any case, this isn't really the situation with 

accumulation delivered dice as they can't be genuinely arbitrary, 

subsequently it is hard to mass produce dice that are uniform and 

there might be contrasts in the evenness of the Frame. Each 

frame, specifically d20 [20-faces POLYHEDRAL Frame) & d8 

[8- Faces polyhedral shakers] are frequently uneven, bound to 

roll certain numbers. 

 

 How to test a how random your dice is: 

Even though it may not be the most accurate way of test 

how random your dices are, one relatively quick test you can 
process these involves just a container, some water and some 

salt: 

 A container that can fit the dice you want to test with water. 

 Then add salt and the dice to the water – if the dice does not 

float, add more salt until the dice floats. 

 Flick the dice and take note of the side which faces upward 

repeatedly and then record the result. 

 

For a well-balanced dice, other than variety of numbers, if 

it is not well balanced it will be more likely to notice certain 

numbers occurring more often. Though, without these tests were 
performed many times, (or) the dice is heavily unbalanced, the 

client is not likely to notice a significant difference. 

 

Here are various organizations that assembling die, certain 

increasingly thorough tests [than the one portrayed above] have 

been performed on dice made by various organizations with an 

end goal to decide how genuinely irregular the frame [generally 

20 frame] are. These examinations affirmed that even shakers 

fabricated inside a similar organization under similar conditions 

can differ altogether from one another, and are not genuinely 

arbitrary. A few organizations delivered dice that were more 
irregular than others, yet and still, at the end of the day, were not 

seen as genuinely random. 

 

Computer-generated dices are likely the one above, are 

almost always based on pseudo-random number generating 

algorithms, which are also not truly random. Though, a 

computer generated dices rolls are likely more close to true 

random dices than the most physical dices. 

 

 The Proposal Solution:   

To the occurrence factors let’s consider dice1 and dice2 are 

announced to be open. These should be private, so that they are 
shielded from being changed from outside the class. Compose 

another form of the PairofDice class in which the algorithm 

factors dice1 and dice2 are private. In this class we will require 

techniques that can be utilized to discover the estimation of 

dice1 and dice2. [Alleged is to protect their qualities from being 

attacked from outside the class, but at the same time to authorize 

the qualities to be peruse.] Include different enhancements in the 

class, in the event that you can think about any. 

 

To verify our class with a short program that counts how 

many times a pair of dice is rolled, before the total of the two 
dices are equal to two.  

 

This part of the TwoDices class is different in how the dice 

are initialized. Adjusting the dice’s to random values, so we will 

research with the following classes: 

 

public class TwoDices  

{ 

         

public int dies1;  

public int dies2; 

             
public PairOfDice() { 

roll();       

} 

public void roll() 

 { 

dies1 = (int) (Math.random()*6)+1; 

dies2 = (int) (Math.random()*6) +1; 

 }         

} 

 

Now a TwoDices object for the above class is created, the 
number on each dice is definitely between 1 and 6 the number 

on each die is definitely between 1 and 6, like the number on a 

real dice, without the  instance variables die1 and die2 are 

private, since they can not be changed from outside the class. So 

that there is to stop someone from hack them By making dies1 

and dies2 private, we can guarantee, because the code that we 

write in the TwoDices class is the only code that will never affect 

the values of the variables. 

 

So, we will make dies1 and dies2 private and add instance 

methods a) getDies1()) b) getDies2() to return the values of 

dies1 and dies2. If this is going to be done over, we can devolve 
method in the class to do so that to prevent duplicate codes, then 

also add a function getTotal() that returns the total value which 

shows in the two dice and the random roll of the TwoDices and 

start the RSA Encryption from this point onwards. 

 

Note how the pair of dice object is employed. To test 

whether or not the entire the dice is 2, to implement in test "while 

(dice.getTotal() != 2)". 

 

To show the numbers on the two dice,  

System.out.println("The dice come up "+dice.getDie1()+ " and 
" + dice.getDie2());.  
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Fig. 2. Two Dice Random Roll 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM: DEVELOP THE RSA 

[GCD] IMPLEMENTATION WITH PAIR OF 

DICE ALGORITHM IN CISCO IOS 

 

 
Fig. 3. PKI Simulation Diagram 

 

The RSA key pair consist of a public key and a personal 

key. While setting up the PKI [Public Key Infrastructure], must 

include the pairofDice() algorithm to generate private key in the 

certificate enrollment request. 

 

After pariofDice() added the certificate has been granted, 

the private key are going to be included within the certificate in 

order that peers can use it to encryption of data which is sent to 

the router. 
 

Public key is kept on the router and used both the keys for 

decryption of the information sent by the host and to dogotally 

sing transaction when negotiating with the host. 

 

 Proposed Algorithm: 

 Certificate Enrollment with Dice Random Roll 

 The end host generates the two dice random roll numbers 

(pairofDice())for RSA Key pair. 

 Then the end host generates a certificate request and 

forwards it to the PKI[CA]. 
 

 Then PKI [CA] receive the certificate enrollment request 

and on accord on the network configuration, the following 

options will occur: 

 The pairofdice() [Manual intervention] is required to 

approve the request. 

 Then the end host is configured to automatically request a 

certificate from the PKI [CA].  
 

Thus, the operator intervention is no longer required at the 

time the enrollment request is sent to the PKI server. 

 

The RSA Key pair contains a pairofDice.pubkey module 

clause. The module does not determine the size of the RSA Key. 

In this we have used 2048 key size. Conversely, the Keys with 

large module values take longer to generate an encrypted data 

and decrypting the same data with larger Keys. 

 

 
Fig. 4. PKI Simulation Diagram 

 

 
Fig. 5. RSA Simulation Model 

 

 
Fig. 6. RSA with pairofdice Key generation 
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Table 1: Tabulation for Total Packets Dropped 

Time(ms) 
Before Encryption 

Packets dropped 

After Encryption 

Packets dropped 

0 0 0 

5 90 25 

10 68 39 

15 70 52 

20 80 35 

25 76 25 

30 65 31 

35 59 38 

40 53 22 

45 48 26 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

The instance variables are declared to be public Key in 

RSA. The number in die1 and the number in die2 are the private 

Key, so that they are protected from being hacked or attacked 

from the outside network. To create PairOfDice class, in which 

the instance keys die1 and die2 are private, the key will need the 
decryption methods that can be used to find out the values of 

die1 and die2. We can include other improvements in the Pair of 

dice with Un-balanced dice and also with RSA algorithm, if we 

can think of any so that there are no attacks can occur. 
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